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INTRODUCTION
This statement relates to the draft Matters and Issues and seeks to address the
following issues:
“MATTER 1 – Legal requirements and the Duty to Co-operate?”
Issues
“2. Document 617 sets out how the Council considers the Duty to Cooperate had
been met at the date of submission of the Plan. Would it be reasonable for me to
conclude from the evidence in that document and any further evidence that the
Council wishes to provide that the Council has engaged constructively, actively and
on an on-going basis with those prescribed in statute in maximising the effectiveness
with which the preparation of the Plan has been undertaken? If not, in what specific
ways has the Council failed to meet the Duty?”

1.

THE DUTY TO COOPERATE
“In what specific ways has the Council failed to meet the Duty?”
1.1. The Council’s letter to NCC (dated 14 July 2016) is attached at Appendix A.
The letter followed a report to the SNC Planning Policy and Regeneration
Strategy Committee on 13 July 2016 which set out our concerns regarding
negative impact.
1.2. The preparation of a Minerals and Waste Plan requires the Planning
Authority to engage fully and effectively in the ‘Duty to Co-operate’ process.
1.3. In summary, SNC submit that it is not sufficient for the only engagement to
have occurred with South Northants Council in respect of the Minerals Plan
at the points of formal consultation. Due to the lack of on-going engagement,
Northamptonshire County Council cannot demonstrate that the Duty to Cooperate has been met.

2.

The Localism Act 2011
2.1. Section 33A (1) and (3) of the 2004 Act, as amended by the Localism Act
2011, imposes the duty to cooperate (emphasis added):
33A Duty to co-operate in relation to planning of sustainable
development
(1) Each person who is—
(a) a local planning authority,
(b) a county council in England that is not a local planning
authority, or
(c) a body, or other person, that is prescribed or of a prescribed
description,
must co-operate with every other person who is within paragraph
(a), (b) or (c) or subsection (9) in maximising the effectiveness
with which activities within subsection (3) are undertaken.
(2) In particular, the duty imposed on a person by subsection (1)
requires the person—

(a) to engage constructively, actively and on an on-going
basis in any process by means of which activities within
subsection (3) are undertaken, and
(b) to have regard to activities of a person within subsection (9)
so far as they are relevant to activities within subsection (3).
(3) The activities within this subsection are—
(a) the preparation of development plan documents,
(b) the preparation of other local development documents,
(c) the preparation of marine plans under the Marine and
Coastal Access Act 2009 for the English inshore region, the
English offshore region or any part of either of those regions,
(d) activities that can reasonably be considered to prepare the
way for activities within any of paragraphs (a) to (c) that are, or
could be, contemplated, and
(e) activities that support activities within any of paragraphs (a)
to (c),
so far as relating to a strategic matter.
(4) For the purposes of subsection (3), each of the following is a
“strategic matter”—
(a) sustainable development or use of land that has or would
have a significant impact on at least two planning areas,
including (in particular) sustainable development or use of land
for or in connection with infrastructure that is strategic and has
or would have a significant impact on at least two planning
areas, and
(b) sustainable development or use of land in a two-tier area
if the development or use—
(i) is a county matter, or
(ii) has or would have a significant impact on a
county matter
…
(7) A person subject to the duty under subsection (1) must have
regard to any guidance given by the Secretary of State about how
the duty is to be complied with.
…
(9) A person is within this subsection if the person is a body, or
other person, that is prescribed or of a prescribed description.
2.2. It is clear from the above references that a duty exists requiring
Northamptonshire County Council to cooperate with South Northamptonshire

Council, as another local planning authority under the terms of the Act, in
respect of the preparation of the Minerals Plan.
2.3. The County Council are also under a duty to cooperate with Historic England,
given that they are a prescribed body for the purposes of s.33A(9) (see Town
and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012,
reg.4(1)(b)).
3.

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
3.1. Paragraphs 178-181 of the NPPF set out further details on planning
strategically across local areas, including on Minerals Plans that are prepared
between two-tier authorities.
3.2. The NPPF states that:
178. Public bodies have a duty to cooperate on planning issues that
cross administrative boundaries, particularly those which relate to the
strategic priorities set out in paragraph 156. The Government expects
joint working on areas of common interest to be diligently undertaken
for the mutual benefit of neighbouring authorities.
179. Local planning authorities should work collaboratively with other
bodies to ensure that strategic priorities across local boundaries are
properly coordinated and clearly reflected in individual Local Plans.
Joint working should enable local planning authorities to work together
to meet development requirements which cannot wholly be met within
their own areas – for instance, because of a lack of physical capacity or
because to do so would cause significant harm to the principles and
policies of this Framework. As part of this process, they should
consider producing joint planning policies on strategic matters and
informal strategies such as joint infrastructure and investment plans.
180. Local planning authorities should take account of different
geographic areas, including travel-to-work areas. In two tier areas,
county and district authorities should co-operate with each other on
relevant issues. Local planning authorities should work collaboratively
on strategic planning priorities to enable delivery of sustainable
economic growth in consultation with Local Enterprise Partnerships
and Local Nature Partnerships. Local planning authorities should also
work collaboratively with private sector bodies, utility and infrastructure
providers.

181. Local planning authorities will be expected to demonstrate
evidence of having effectively co-operated to plan for issues with crossboundary impacts when their Local Plans are submitted for
examination. This could be by way of plans or policies prepared as part
of a joint committee, a memorandum of understanding or a jointly
prepared strategy which is presented as evidence of an agreed
position. Cooperation should be a continuous process of engagement
from initial thinking through to implementation, resulting in a final
position where plans are in place to provide the land and infrastructure
necessary to support current and projected future levels of
development.
3.3. Paragraph 156 of the NPPF states that the strategic priorities should include:
• The provision of infrastructure for transport, telecommunications, waste
management, water supply, wastewater, flood risk and coastal change
management, and the provision of minerals and energy (including
heat);
3.4. Minerals is clearly stated as being a strategic priority, to which the Duty to
Co-operate applies.
3.5. The NPPF sets out tests of soundness, which expressly refer to the need for
cross-boundary co-operation (paragraph 182):
• Effective – The plan should be deliverable over its period and based
on effective joint working on cross - boundary strategic priorities
3.6. The NPPF thus requires local planning authorities, such as those the County
Council for Northamptonshire preparing the Minerals and Waste Plan to
apply the Duty to Co-operate on planning issues relating to its development.
4.

The Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) and other decisions
4.1. The PPG also provides clear guidance on how the Duty to Co-operate should
be applied and how ‘co-operation’ should be pursued with other bodies: -

“… local planning authorities should make Local Plans as effective as
possible on strategic cross boundary matters. They should be proportionate
in how they do this and tailor the degree of cooperation according to where
they can maximise the effectiveness of plans.” (ID 9-004-130729)
“Local planning authorities are not required to reach agreement about the
planning strategy before they submit their Local Plans for examination.” (ID 9016-130729)
4.2. In short, every effort must be made to secure cooperation on cross border
issues, in this case between the two planning authorities, within the County
area. Local Planning Authorities must engage constructively, actively and on
an on-going basis and there must be effective and deliverable outcomes.
4.3. The PPG makes clear that consultation is no substitute for compliance with
the duty to cooperate:
“The duty requires active and sustained engagement. Local planning
authorities and other public bodies must work together constructively from the
outset of plan preparation to maximise the effectiveness of strategic planning
policies. It is unlikely that this could be satisfied by consultation alone. Local
planning authorities that cannot demonstrate that they have complied with the
duty will fail the independent examination process.” (ID 9-009 20140306)

4.4. This has been emphasised by other Inspectors, for instance the Inspector
examining the North London Waste Local Plan, who stated (report dated 14th
March 2013):

24. There is also a consideration of what might be perceived as falling
short of co-operation. The Act and the NPPF use the term “cooperation” and not “consultation”. If the duty had been merely to
consult, the Act and subsequent advice would have said so. …
25. It is reasonable to conclude that engagement as part of cooperation is more than the process of consultation outlined above and,
as described in the Act, co-operation should be constructive and have
active engagement which is on-going.

5.

CONCLUSIONS
5.1. The duty to cooperate has not been met. The County Council’s own duty to
cooperate statement makes clear that all that has taken place has been
formal consultation with South Northants Council pursuant to the relevant
regulations.
5.2. The PPG confirms that consultation does not amount to compliance with the
duty to cooperate, a view supported by the North London Waste Plan
Inspector. Further, s.33A requires the County Council to have regard to the
PPG in determining how the duty is to be complied with (s.33A(7)).
5.3. South Northants Council expressed strong objection and concern in relation
to heritage matters and the Passenham East Extension from an early stage
in plan preparation. The District Council has considerable heritage expertise
and has statutory duties in respect of heritage conservation in its area.
Despite this, the County Council did no more than consult. There was no
substantive engagement with the District Council, not even on receipt of the
District Council’s 14 July 2016 letter (Appendix A) which made clear that the
County Council was failing in respect of the duty to cooperate.
5.4. Nor, it seems, has the County Council complied with the duty to cooperate in
respect of Historic England, in respect of whom the duty applies also. Only in
recent correspondence (October 2016), after plan submission, did the County
Council write to Historic England to say that it was 'more than willing to meet
with Historic England to discuss your objections to the proposed Passenham
Extension East allocation.'
5.5. The correspondence to Historic England also makes the point that at no time
has South Northamptonshire Council been offered the same courtesy,
despite maintaining the same objection to the proposed allocation. The letter
proposes a modification to the Plan and a possible Statement of Common
Ground between the County Council, Historic England and South
Northamptonshire Council. But despite this reference to the District Council,

the letter was not even sent to the District Council. The District Council only
became aware of it because Historic England mentioned it to them in
passing.
5.6. Given the lack of substantive engagement, South Northamptonshire Council
does not believe the Minerals Plan has been either ‘Positively Prepared’ or
‘Effective’. The lack of cooperation has resulted in a failure by the County
Council to engage with our substantive concerns about the implications of
site allocation M6 and the unacceptable heritage harm it would cause.
5.7. The NPPF stresses that joint working on areas of common interest must be
diligently

undertaken

for

mutual

benefit.

Authorities

should

work

collaboratively to ensure that strategic priorities across local boundaries are
properly co-ordinated and clearly reflected. This joint working should, for
example, enable local planning authorities to work together to meet
development requirements.
5.8. Given the concerns which South Northamptonshire Council (and other
statutory bodies) have raised regarding the impact of site proposal M6, it is
surprising that no attempt has been made to respond to the concerns we
have raised, or through the application of the Duty to Co-operate consider
on a joint basis the options for alternatives.
5.9. Unfortunately, the only contact South Northamptonshire Council has had
with Northamptonshire County Council has been at the formal points of
consultation. There has been no substantive or continuous engagement.
5.10.

As a planning authority with the experience of addressing the Duty to
Cooperate in relation to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy
adopted in December 2014, and our current preparation of the Local Plan
part 2A for South Northamptonshire, together with my own leadership of
the preparation of the Cherwell Local Plan part 1 through Examination to
adoption in July 2015, we are clear what the Duty to Co-operate requires
to be fulfilled. We see no evidence with respect to the engagement with us

in general or in relation to site M6 in particular that the provisions of the
Duty have been met.
5.11.

There is much in the proposed Plan we support, as a sound Minerals Plan
has an essential role to play in the delivery of sustainable growth, but we
are disappointed at the lack of an on-going process of engagement and
dialogue concerning its preparation and content.

5.12. In short, we believe that the Duty to Co-operate has not been met.

APPENDIX A
Final Draft Plan for Consultation
Northamptonshire County Council
Planning Services
County Hall
Guildhall Road
Northampton NN1 1DN

Your Ref:
Our Ref:
Ask For:
Direct Dial:

Adrian Colwell
0300 0030 0110

Direct Fax:
Email:
Date:

Adrian.Colwell@cherwellandsouthnorthants.gov.uk

14 July 2016

Dear Sirs
Northamptonshire Minerals and Waste Local Plan Update:
Final Draft Plan for Consultation
Thank you for consulting South Northamptonshire Council regarding the abovementioned Plan.
The consultation was considered by Planning Policy and Regeneration Strategy
Committee at a meeting on 13th July 2016, and Northamptonshire County Council is
hereby advised that South Northamptonshire Council objects to the Final Draft
Minerals and Waste Local Plan for the following reasons:
i.
Whilst South Northamptonshire Council has no objection in principle to the
spatial strategy for minerals extraction, an issue raised previously has still not been
satisfactorily addressed. There is a major adverse impact, highlighted in the County
Council’s own technical assessment, regarding a proposed allocation - Site M6:
Passenham Extension East. This site is in close proximity to Passenham Village,
Listed Buildings and Passenham Conservation Area, and extractive operations will
impact upon and affect the setting of these historic assets. The Council considers
that insufficient measures have been identified to avoid or satisfactorily mitigate any
such impact, in the event this site were to be selected for sand and gravel extraction.
Further site investigation should be undertaken and assessed, and any mitigation
measures or changes necessary, must be identified, prior to any inclusion of this site
in the Minerals and Waste Local Plan.
ii.
Policy 22 of the Draft Plan seeks to conserve and enhance the historic
environment and heritage assets, but it has not been satisfactorily explained how this
would be done, in respect of the Passenham Extension East site and the
Passenham Listed Buildings/Conservation Area.
iii
The Council considers that the preparation of the Plan is unsound as
Northamptonshire County Council has failed to engage constructively, actively and
on an on-going basis with South Northamptonshire Council nor the relevant Parish
Council (Old Stratford) in the development of this proposed allocation at Passenham
as required under Section 110 of the Localism Act and Paragraph 180 of the
National Planning Policy Framework that states ‘Local planning authorities should
take account of different geographic areas, including travel-to-work areas. In two tier

areas, county and district authorities should cooperate with each other on relevant
issues’.
Committee also gave authority for the necessary legal advice to be sought and
engaged, so that the Plan can be challenged, as appropriate.
Please don’t hesitate to contact Andy Darcy (andy.darcy@southnorthants.gov.uk),
Mike Warren (michael.warren@southnorthants.gov.uk) or myself (contact details,
above), if you have any queries regarding this matter.
Yours faithfully

Adrian Colwell
Head of Strategic Planning and the Economy
South Northamptonshire Council
The Forum Moat Lane Towcester NN12 6AD
Email: adrian.colwell@cherwellandsouthnorthants.gov.uk
www.southnorthants.gov.uk
www.cherwell.gov.uk

APPENDIX B
Inspector’s Report for the North London Waste Plan dated 14th March 2013.
(Attached separately.)

Report to the Councils of the London
Boroughs of Barnet, Camden, Enfield,
Hackney, Haringey, Islington and
Waltham Forest
by Andrew Mead BSc (Hons) MRTPI MIQ
an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
Date: 14th March 2013

PLANNING AND COMPULSORY PURCHASE ACT 2004 (AS AMENDED)
SECTION 20

REPORT ON THE EXAMINATION INTO THE NORTH LONDON WASTE PLAN

Document submitted for examination on 28 February 2012
Examination hearing held on 12 June 2012

File Ref: X5210/429/1

North London Waste Plan, Inspector’s Report March 2013
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Non-Technical Summary
This report concludes that the North London Waste Plan fails to fulfil the legal
requirement of the Duty to Cooperate and therefore should not be adopted by the
north London Boroughs.
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Introduction
1.

This report contains my assessment of the North London Waste Plan (NLWP) in
terms of Section 20(5) of the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as
amended). It considers whether the Plan’s preparation has complied with the
duty to co-operate, in recognition that there is no scope to remedy any failure
in this regard.

2.

The starting point for the examination is the assumption that the local
authorities have submitted what they consider to be a sound plan. The basis
for my examination is the submitted draft plan dated May 2011.

Assessment of the Duty to Co-operate
3.

Section s20(5)(c) of the 2004 Act requires that I consider whether the North
London Councils (the Councils) complied with any duty imposed on them by
section 33A of the 2004 Act in relation to the Plan’s preparation1.

4.

On the opening day of the examination hearing, in relation to the
consideration of Main Matter 1: Legal Issues, I heard submissions about
whether the Councils had fulfilled the requirements set out in S33A of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

5.

The South East Waste Planning Advisory Group (SEWPAG) and the East of
England Waste Technical Advisory Body (EoEWTAB), comprising the waste
planning authorities of their respective areas, estimated that in 2009 about
480,000 tonnes of waste was exported from north London to landfill outside
London. SEWPAG and EoEWTAB claimed that the duty to cooperate
requirement had not been met by the NLWP. Legal submissions were made in
writing before the hearing and orally at the hearing, at which point I
suspended the session in order to give full consideration to whether the legal
requirement had been fulfilled. Further written submissions were received
subsequent to the hearing from the Councils, the regional bodies and the
North London Waste Authority2.

6.

I considered the issue in two separate stages: firstly, whether the Councils
were absolved of the duty to co-operate in this particular case: secondly,
whether, if the Councils were not absolved of the “duty”, there had been cooperation as envisaged by the 2004 Act and the National Planning Policy
Framework.

7.

My findings were set out in a note issued on 31 August 20123. My main
conclusions were that the absence of policies or proposals in the NLWP to
manage all the waste arisings and the consequent continuation of the export

1

The North London Councils referred to in the NLWP comprise the Boroughs of Barnet,
Camden, Enfield, Hackney, Haringey, Islington and Waltham Forest.
2
The NLWP website links to the submissions are listed at the end of this note.
3
Appendix 1
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of waste would be likely to have a significant impact on at least two planning
areas by virtue of the waste being managed or deposited in them.
Consequently, the North London Councils have a duty to co-operate with the
councils representing the “planning areas” in which the waste would be
managed or deposited.
8.

I concluded that, as a basic minimum, engagement has to be “constructive,
active and ongoing” (S33A(2)(a) of the 2004 Act) and, as stated in the
Framework, “… a continuous process of engagement from initial thinking
through to implementation, …” (¶181). This has not occurred between the
Councils and Hertfordshire County Council and Essex County Council. Nor
have I any evidence that co-operation has occurred between the Councils and
Northamptonshire County Council, Buckinghamshire County Council or the
Bedfordshire Councils where a significant amount of waste from North London
is also transported for management or disposal.

9.

The NLWP does not comply with the legal requirements of S33A of the 2004
Act (as amended) in that there has not been constructive, active and ongoing
engagement during the NLWP’s preparation between the Councils and the
planning authorities to which significant quantities of waste are exported.

10. I have considered carefully all the representations and have also taken into
account the potentially significant implications of my decision. However, I
consider no alternative conclusion can be reached, especially as it is claimed
that there has been no liaison between the (North London) Councils and
Buckinghamshire County Council, Northamptonshire County Council, the
Bedfordshire Councils, Essex County Council and Hertfordshire County Council,
other than as described in Appendix 1 ¶29.
11. In the note of 31 August 2012, I suggested two alternative courses of action.
One would be that the Councils could choose to receive my report which would
not deal with any planning issues and, following Section 20(7B) of the 2004
Act as inserted by Section 112 of the Localism Act 2011, would recommend
non adoption of the Plan; the other would be that the Councils could withdraw
the Plan.
12. The Councils have not withdrawn the Plan. Therefore, I have completed the
report with a recommendation that the Plan should not be adopted.

Overall Conclusion and Recommendation
13. I have found that the Councils have not fulfilled the duty to co-operate
provided for in Section 33A of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004
and as such I have no option but to recommend that the Plan is not adopted.

A Mead
Inspector
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Appendix 1
North London Waste Plan Examination
The Duty to Co-operate4
(i) The consideration of the legal requirement to co-operate in the preparation of
the North London Waste Plan (NLWP) is in two stages. The first stage, in a note
dated 25 June 2012 (paras 1 to 20 below), has dealt with the legal submissions
that, in effect, the North London Councils (the Councils) were absolved of the duty
to co-operate with the planning authorities to which waste was exported.
(ii) The second stage is to consider whether co-operation as envisaged by the
2004 Act and the NPPF has been carried out. My overall conclusions are at paras
34 to 37.
Stage 1
Background
1. The South East Waste Planning Advisory Group (SEWPAG) and the East of
England Waste Technical Advisory Body (EoEWTAB), comprising the waste planning
authorities of their respective areas, submitted representations about the North
London Waste Plan (NLWP) and also a joint statement to be considered in the
Examination at the hearing session on Main Matter 1: Legal Issues. In the
submissions, they raised the “duty to co-operate” and claimed that the
requirement had not been met by the NLWP.
2. The Councils submitted a paper; “CDNLWP41 Duty to cooperate – Borough’s
response to Inspector” which is an answer to my request for a briefing note on how
the requirements to cooperate had been met. The Councils also submitted a “Legal
Response to SEWPAG and EoEWTAB from NLWP on Main Matter 1”. I have also
seen a recent exchange of emails between the Regional Advisory Groups and the
Councils forwarded to me by the Programme Officer. Further legal submissions
were made by the parties at the hearing, including the North London Waste
Authority (NLWA) who added to their earlier paper on Legal Issues. In addition, at
the hearing, I heard further details about the degree of contact between the
Councils and the planning authorities where waste was received from North London
(the waste importing authorities). Subsequently, additional submissions have been
received from SEWPAG and EoEWTAB, the NLWA and the Councils5.
3. There is no dispute about co-operation between the 7 North London Boroughs,
other London Boroughs or other persons.

4

S110 of the Localism Act inserted S33A into the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004: A duty to cooperate in relation to planning of sustainable development.
5
The NLWP website links to the submissions are listed at the end of this note.
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The Substance of the Submissions
Application of the duty to co-operate
4. SEWPAG and EoEWAB jointly claim the NLWP has failed in the duty to cooperate in that it has failed in its obligation “to engage, constructively, actively and
on an on-going basis” with regard to the development of the Plan. The Councils
have not engaged actively with the planning authorities outside London when
preparing the Plan and no evidence has been adduced to show any such cooperation.
5. The Councils responded, accepting that in relation to the preparation of
development plan documents, S33A “imposes a duty on specified bodies to cooperate with one another if there are strategic matters planned in the Plan”. They
also submitted that S33A of the 2004 Act defines a “strategic matter” very
narrowly. The relevant definition is “sustainable development or use of land that
has or would have a significant impact on at least two planning areas, including (in
particular) sustainable development or use of land for or in connection with
infrastructure that is strategic and has or would have a significant impact on at
least two planning areas…. .”
6. The Councils stated that the Plan is not proposing any development or use of
land which would have a significant impact outside the 7 Boroughs (which
constitute “the Councils”). The Councils claim that the statute expressly limits
itself to particular development proposals.
7. Moreover, the Councils submitted that a “planning area” as defined in the Act,
does not include County Councils such as Essex, Oxfordshire, Hertfordshire,
Surrey, Buckinghamshire and Northamptonshire. They are non-qualifying Councils
for the purposes of the Plan.
8. The NLWA supported the Councils and added that in order to demonstrate that
the duty was engaged in relation to areas outside London, it would be necessary to
establish that policies for development or use of land would have a significant
impact. No evidence has been produced to demonstrate such an impact.
Inspector’s Conclusions
9. S33A (1) states that “… each person who is: (a) a local planning authority,
(b)…., or (c) …, must co-operate with every other person who is within paragraph
(a), (b) or (c) … in maximising the effectiveness with which activities within
subsection (3) are undertaken.”
10. Subsection (3) indicates that the activities within this subsection include “(a)
the preparation of development plan documents, and (e) activities that support
activities within any of the paragraphs (a) to (c), so far as relating to a strategic
matter.”
11. Subsection (4) defines “a strategic matter” for the purposes of subsection (3)
as “(a) sustainable development or use of land that has or would have a significant
impact on at least two planning areas, including (in particular) sustainable
development or use of land for or in connection with infrastructure that is strategic
and has or would have a significant impact on at least two planning areas, and (b)
-5-
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sustainable development or use of land in a two tier area if the development or use
(i) is a county matter, or (ii) has or would have a significant impact on a county
matter.”
12. The definition of “planning area” in Subsection (5) includes “(a) the area of –
(i) a district council (including a metropolitan district council), (ii) a London
borough council, or (iii) a county council in England for an area for which there is
no district council, but only so far as neither is in a National Park nor in the Broads,
(b) …”
13. I agree with the Councils that S33A does not state explicitly that waste
management is a strategic matter. Nevertheless, the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) includes “the provision of infrastructure for …, waste
management, …” as one of the strategic priorities for the area in the Local Plan.
(para 156) In addition, the NPPF states (a) that “local planning authorities should
work with authorities and providers to assess the quality and capacity of
infrastructure for … waste … and its ability to meet forecast demands; …” (para
162); and (b) “Public bodies have a duty to cooperate on planning issues that cross
administrative boundaries, particularly those which relate to the strategic priorities
set out in paragraph 156.” (para 178) Therefore, I consider that waste
management is capable of qualifying as a strategic matter for the purposes of
S33A. Indeed, given that there are extant Regional Advisory Bodies which have
been created to examine the regional element of waste management, and that
waste which arises in one council area is often managed or disposed of in another,
I would say that there is every expectation that waste management should be
treated as a strategic matter.
14. The Councils also submit that the “planning area” where there has to be a
significant impact does not include county councils if they have district councils
within them. I have had regard to this interpretation of S33A but, in any event, a
district council (including a metropolitan district) is defined as a planning area.
Accordingly, at the very least, notwithstanding that waste management is a county
matter in a two tier area, I consider that where there is (or could be) a significant
impact involving a strategic matter, there would be a duty to co-operate with
either the county council or the district council where at least two planning areas
were affected. Additionally, county councils which are waste planning authorities
would qualify as a “person” with whom there must be co-operation under
S33A(1)(a) because they are the local planning authority for waste management.
15. Finally, I turn to the submission by the Councils that the Plan does not
propose any development or use of land which would have a significant impact
outside the 7 Boroughs. The Councils reinforce this claim by referring to the lack
of any proposal for a new waste site on the border of the Plan area and then
examining each of the policies in the Plan. The policies would have the effect of
continuing the waste uses at sites in two lists (Schedules A and B) and proposing
allocations at sites in Schedule C. The Councils state that new waste development
on Schedule C sites would have to satisfy other policies in the Plan and, in so
doing, would not have any significant impact on planning areas outside the 7
Boroughs. I do not dispute their submissions on this point. Furthermore, I have
no evidence to dispute the claim that the existing Schedule A and B waste sites do
not give rise to significant impacts on particular planning areas outside the 7
Boroughs.
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16. Nevertheless, this stance ignores the fact that waste which arises in the NLWP
area is being exported to be managed elsewhere and the cumulative effect of the
policies in the Plan is to perpetuate the pattern. Indeed, as the NLWP
acknowledges, “However, even at the end of the plan period, waste will continue to
cross boundaries for treatment.”(para 2.31); and “There are no sites for landfill in
north London. Historically the area has been reliant on landfill sites outside the
region. This reliance will decline as north London’s new waste facilities come on line
and waste is treated higher up the waste hierarchy. However, even when greater
self-sufficiency has been achieved there is still likely to be a requirement for some
types of landfill, particularly for non-biodegradable and non-recyclable waste.”
(para 2.32)
17. Therefore, whereas I accept that it is possible that waste related development
on sites in Schedules A. B and C of the NLWP would not have a significant impact
on planning areas outside the 7 Boroughs, the lack of provision for managing all
the waste arising from within north London will result in its continued export, albeit
perhaps at a reduced level. SEWPAG and EoEWTAB have calculated that in 2009
about 480,000 tonnes (t) of household (MSW) and commercial and industrial (C&I)
waste was exported from north London to landfill outside London. The significance
of the movements is a matter of judgement. However, the transport of about
144,000t to Buckinghamshire, 100,000t to Northamptonshire, 71,000t to
Bedfordshire, 66,000t to Hertfordshire and 52,000t to Essex, in my opinion, is
likely to have a very significant impact on the areas where the waste is received
and possibly on the transport routes along which it is moved. The import of waste
could also take up landfill or other waste management capacity which might be
better used by locally produced arisings.
18. Accordingly, I conclude that the absence of policies or proposals in the NLWP
to manage all the waste arisings and the consequent continuation of the export of
waste would be likely to have a significant impact on at least two planning areas by
virtue of the waste being managed or deposited in them. Consequently, the North
London Councils have a duty to co-operate with the councils representing the
“planning areas” in which the waste would be managed or deposited.
19. I note the claim by the NLWA that the NLWP is based upon the apportionment
in the London Plan, that the London RTAB has engaged with representatives from
the South East and the East of England and that there is no need to repeat the
engagement process. However, the London Plan was prepared before the coming
into effect of S110 of the Localism Act and I do not consider that the Councils are
absolved from the duty to co-operate as described in the 2004 Act and the NPPF.
20. I shall now consider whether co-operation as envisaged by the 2004 Act and
the NPPF has been carried out but, in the meantime, ask the Councils themselves
to consider whether there has been any co-operation which has been constructive,
active, ongoing and effective.
Stage 2
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21. Since the issue of my first note on 25 June, there have been further
submissions on behalf of the North London Councils (the Councils) dated 27 July;
the East of England WTAB and SEWPAG dated 30 July; and the Councils dated 8
August.6 I have taken these submissions into account in reaching my final
conclusions. I have not taken into account other representations which were also
submitted on this topic but which were not duly made within the statutory
timetable or which were not as a result of my invitation.
Inspector’s Comments
22. The Councils refer to the meaning of “engagement” which appears to derive
from S33A(2): “In particular, the duty imposed on a person by subsection (1)
requires the person – (a) to engage constructively, actively and on an ongoing
basis in any process by means of which activities within subsection (3) are
undertaken…”.
23. I agree that the 2004 Act gives no definition of what constitutes
“engagement”. However, a starting point in assessing what is involved in the duty
to co-operate is the Concise Oxford Dictionary definition of co-operate “… work
together..; concur in producing an effect…”. Moreover, the NPPF includes phrases
such as “…joint working on areas of common interest…” (para 178); “…work
collaboratively with other bodies…” (para 179). Finally, NPPF para 181 states that
“Co-operation should be a continuous process of engagement from initial thinking
through to implementation, resulting in a final position where plans are in place to
provide the land and infrastructure necessary to support current and future levels
of development.”
24. There is also a consideration of what might be perceived as falling short of cooperation. The Act and the NPPF use the term “co-operation” and not
“consultation”. If the duty had been merely to consult, the Act and subsequent
advice would have said so. It is a familiar term in planning practice. Consultation
has been defined by the Court of Appeal in the following terms:
‘‘Whether or not consultation of interested parties and the public is a legal
requirement, if it is embarked upon it must be carried out properly. To be
proper, consultation must be undertaken at a time when proposals are still
at a formative stage; it must include sufficient reasons for particular
proposals to allow those consulted to give intelligent consideration and an
intelligent response; adequate time must be given for this purpose; and the
product of consultation must be conscientiously taken into account when the
ultimate decision is taken.’’7
25. It is reasonable to conclude that engagement as part of co-operation is more
than the process of consultation outlined above and, as described in the Act, cooperation should be constructive and have active engagement which is ongoing.
The Councils submit that advice in the NPPF about what constitutes “engagement”

6
7

The web site links to the submissions are on the final page of this note.

R. v North and East Devon Health Authority Ex p. Pamela Coughlan [2001] Q.B. 213.
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should not be given any weight. However, the Introduction to the NPPF states that
it must be taken into account in the preparation of local plans (para 2).
26. The duty to co-operate as provided for in Section 110 of the Localism Act
came into effect on 15 November 2011 and there was no formal duty to co-operate
before that date. Nevertheless, the date triggered the legal requirement and all
DPDs submitted after that date must comply. I realise that co-operation with some
S33A bodies may well have continued as illustrated by some of the minor
modifications to the Plan. Furthermore, I have no reason to doubt that other
modifications might have been submitted during the Examination as a result of
further engagement, whether they had been agreed with S33A bodies or not.
However, the key issue is whether or not there has been active and ongoing
engagement with all the relevant planning authorities.
27. I note that reports were submitted to the London Regional Technical Advisory
Board (RTAB) about the progress of regional plans and strategies and that
representatives of the South East of England RTAB (now SEWPAG) and the East of
England RTAB (now East of England WTAB) were invited to the London RTAB
meetings. I have no doubt that inter-regional movements of waste were a
constant topic for discussion at those meetings and that the progress of the NLWP
was reported.
28. The Councils have also listed some of the representations made in response to
the consultation at the Issues and Options stage of the preparation of the Plan in
October 2009, which include 9 separate comments from the East of England
Regional Assembly (as it then was), all of which have been the subject of
responses by the Councils. The consultation on the draft Plan in May 2011 resulted
in further representations from Essex County Council, Hertfordshire County Council
and East of England Regional Assembly to which responses were again made by
the (North London) Councils.
29. Nevertheless, the evidence is that no representative of any London borough or
the GLA has attended either the South East or the East of England Regional
meetings on waste during the last 8 years. The Councils note that there was no
concern expressed about the NLWP from Buckinghamshire County Council,
Northamptonshire County Council, Bedfordshire County Council or its replacements
Central Bedfordshire Council and Bedford Borough Council, Thurrock Council and
Milton Keynes Council, all of whom, it is claimed, receive significant imports of
waste from North London. However, this only serves to illustrate the lack of
dialogue. There was a single meeting each with representatives of Essex County
Council and Hertfordshire County Council in order to exchange information.
30. The various tasks to undertake in order to co-operate and to demonstrate cooperation are being developed in more detail since the coming into effect of S110
of the Localism Act, especially in guidance issued by the Planning Advisory Service
(PAS) and the Planning Officers’ Society (POS). The PAS is part of the Local
Government Association and is funded by DCLG. Whereas the guidance is non
statutory and so carries less weight than the NPPF, it shows how to meet the duty
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to co-operate8. Similarly, the POS has published an Advice Note on Transition to
the Localism Act and the National Planning Policy Framework in which further
guidance is given9.
31. Whatever constitutes best practice will evolve with the experience of
successive DPD Examinations. Therefore, it would be unreasonable to expect a
plan which underwent practically all its preparation prior to the commencement of
“the duty” to display best practice in co-operating with other appropriate planning
authorities. However, as a basic minimum, engagement has to be “constructive,
active and ongoing” (S33A(2)(a)) and, as stated in the Framework, “… a
continuous process of engagement from initial thinking through to implementation,
…” (para 181). This has not occurred between the Councils and Hertfordshire
County Council and Essex County Councils. Nor have I any evidence that cooperation has occurred between Northamptonshire County Council,
Buckinghamshire County Council or the Bedfordshire Councils where a significant
amount of waste from North London is also transported for management or
disposal.
32. I do not doubt that consultation during the various stages of the preparation
of the Plan reached most, if not all, of the planning authorities which comprise the
planning areas with whom I consider there is a duty to co-operate. However, I do
not accept that the level of engagement with them has approached what is
envisaged by the duty to co-operate as described in the Act and the further
guidance in the Framework. It has been consultation rather than co-operation.
33. I appreciate that various technical papers have been produced on the interregional flows of waste which, although important, are merely gathering evidence
on which to base any future decisions. A waste session was held when the
Replacement London Plan (2011) was examined in 2010 with attendees including
bodies representing the East of England and the South East Regions, Essex County
Council and Hertfordshire County Councils. I note the submissions by the (North
London) Councils and the Regions about paras 5.82 and 5.83 of the Panel Report
and also the Councils’ view that the London Plan Examinations were the primary
level for matters such as the amount of waste to be exported from London to be
discussed and agreed. However, this view ignores the subsequent introduction of
the duty to co-operate as now described in S33A of the 1994 Act. The
Replacement London Plan was prepared and submitted before the commencement
of the duty to co-operate on 15 November 2011. The NLWP was submitted after
that date and so must comply with the relevant legal requirement. Moreover,
discussion at inter-regional forums is not a substitute for a dialogue between
planning authorities.
Overall conclusions

8

http://www.pas.gov.uk/pas/core/page.do?pageId=2133454

9

http://www.planningofficers.org.uk/POS-Library/POS-Publications/Advice-Note-on-Transition-to-the-LocalismAct-and-the-National-Planning-Policy-Framework_342.htm
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34. Accordingly, I conclude that the NLWP does not comply with the legal
requirements of S33A of the 2004 Act (as amended) in that there has not been
constructive, active and ongoing engagement during the NLWP’s preparation
between the North London Councils and the planning authorities to which
significant quantities of waste are exported.
35. In reaching my conclusion in this case, I have considered carefully all the
representations and have also taken into account the potentially significant
implications of my decision. However, I consider no alternative conclusion can be
reached, especially as it is claimed that there has been no liaison between the
(North London) Councils and Buckinghamshire County Council, Northamptonshire
County Council, the Bedfordshire Councils, Essex County Council and Hertfordshire
County Council, other than as described above. Therefore, contact has been scant.
36. The consequence of my conclusion is that the submitted NLWP is not legally
compliant and so I cannot continue any further with the Examination. The Councils
may choose to receive my report on the Plan which will not deal with any planning
issues and, following Section 20(7B) of the 2004 Act as inserted by Section 112 of
the Localism Act 2011, will recommend non adoption of the Plan.
37. Alternatively, the Councils may choose to withdraw the Plan from submission
and so return to the stage of preparation (S33A(3)(a) of the 2004 Act). Were the
Councils to follow this latter route they may seek to remedy any defects which
have been identified. In my opinion, this would include a continuation of the interregional communications via the London RTAB, but also involving meeting the
RTABs, or their equivalents, of other relevant regions. In addition, a dialogue
should be initiated with those planning authorities where significant quantities of
waste are imported from North London to be managed or disposed in order to
establish the acceptability or not of those movements and, if necessary, explore
the degree to which reasonable alternatives exist, aiming to achieve a positive
outcome. A series of memoranda of understanding could be established with each
of the planning authorities. This process, in turn, may lead to alterations to the
Plan and the need to revisit the Sustainability Appraisal, but, in my opinion, it
would constitute an appropriate level of co-operation and should enable the duty to
co-operate to be fulfilled.
Andrew Mead
Inspector
31 August 2012
www.nlwp.net/downloads/submission/duty_to_cooperate_boroughs_response_to_Inspector_final.doc
http://www.nlwp.net/downloads/submission/statements/matter%201/eofe_and_sewpag_matter_1.pdf
http://www.nlwp.net/downloads/submission/statements/matter%201/legal_response_to_sewpag_and_eewtab_fro
m_nlwp_on_main_matter_1.pdf
http://www.nlwp.net/downloads/submission/statements/matter%201/correspondence_with_sewpag_and_eewtab.
pdf
http://www.nlwp.net/downloads/submission/statements/matter%201/nlwa_matter_1.pdf
http://www.nlwp.net/downloads/submission/statements/matter%201/legal_submissions_for_NLWA_duty_to_coop
erate.pdf
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http://www.nlwp.net/downloads/submission/statements/matter%201/further_sewpag_eofe_statement.pdf
http://www.nlwp.net/downloads/submission/statements/matter%201/boroughs_further_legal_submission_to_insp
ector_duty_to_co-operate_19_june_2012.pdf
http://www.nlwp.net/downloads/submission/duty_to_cooperate_stage_2_submission_evidence_nlwpas_27_july.p
df
note submitted on behalf of SEWPAG and East of England Waste TAB dated 30 July.
http://www.nlwp.net/downloads/submission/comments_of_north_london_boroughs_08_08_12.pdf
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